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Abstract 

The research aims to investigate the history and formation of discourse of Hong Kong experimental 

moving image art in the late 1960s, and attempt to outline a new historical and theoretical reading 

of this subject. It regards the experimental practices of moving image as the cultural production 

derived from the “Cultural Cold War” and formulated the Cold War Cinephiles. Furthermore, it 

articulates the visual form of the selected experimental moving image works with the modernist 

aesthetics which was circulating in the Cold War period. The research subject was shaped by the 

colonial governmentality in terms of film regulation and the youth resentment presented in 1967 

Riots. Drawing from the theoretical approaches of “extraterritoriality”, this study also tries to 

question the formation of Hong Kong cultural history and sheds light on the experimental visual 

politics by stressing the subjective position of local moving image art. Out of the urgency of 

revisiting the experimental practices of moving image art and Hong Kong’s cultural formation in 

colonial context, this study take experimental moving image art into account of the Hong Kong 

cultural and socio-political history and aims to open up a broader space to the study of the cross-

disciplined sense of moving image art.  
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